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In [I], Heineken and Mohamed proved the following: 
THEOREM I. For each prime p, there is a p-group G which satisjes the 
following conditions: 
1. 6’ is of exponent p and Abelian; 
II. every proper subgroup of G is subnormal and nilpotent; 
III. Z(G) = 1. 
The proof of this theorem involves the use of two presentations of the 
group; when studying this result, we came upon what seems to be an easier 
method of constructing the groups concerned. This method enables us to 
obtain an uncountable number of p-groups for each prime p satisfying 
Theorem 1. We subsequently learned that Heineken and Mohamed [2] had 
obtained this result before us, using the methods of [I]. 
We establish the result by constructing the group as the union G = UT=:=, D
of groups D, which have a simple structure. The embedding of D, in E& 
can be varied, enabling us to obtain 
THEOREM 2. For each prime p, there exists an ~nco~~t~ble family of 
nonisomorphic p-groups, such that each. group G in the family satis-es I, II, and 
III, and a countable family of nonisomorphic p-groups, such that each group G 
in the~ami~y satis$es I, II and has a nontrivial center without being hypercentral. 
We use two results from [l], which we now state, for convenience. 
EEMMA 1. Assume that G is a non-Abelian grou$ possessing an Abe&m 
normal subgroup N of jkite exponent pk such that G/N- g C,, , Then 
(a) G is not hypercentral, 
(b) G satis$es condition (II) if and only if there is no subgroup 0’ f G 
such that UN = G. 
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This is Lemma 2 of [I]. The proof shows that Z,(G) n N < Z(G). 
LEMMA 2. The set of all ideals of ZJC,,] is totally ordered. 
This is Lemma 3 of [I]. The context in which this result is used in [I] and 
will be used here is as follows. Let N be an elementary Abelian p-group, 
normal in G, such that G/N s C,, . Suppose further that N is generated 
by a single class of conjugate elements. Then G induces an endomorphism 
ring in N which is a quotient ring of Z,[C,,], the group algebra of C,, over 
Z, , the field ofp elements; also every normaI subgroup of G in N corresponds 
to an ideal of this ring. 
We define the following groups for each integer k 3 3: A, = Gp(a(i, k); 
1 <i<xk, a(i, k)* = 1, [a(j, k), a(i, k)] = 1) for some integer xk > 1 
satisfying 
pk-1+p <x, <pk- 1, (1) 
B, = Gp(b, ; bl” = 1). 
We define B, as a group of automorphisms of A, by 
[b, , a(i, k)] = a(i - 1, K), if i>l, 
(2) 
= 1, if i=l. 
Since A, is an elementary Abelian p-group, the endomorphism ring induced 
by B, in A, is some quotient ring of the group algebra Z,[&]. We will write 1, 
pk ,..., ,8$*-i for the basis elements of Z,[B,] to avoid confusion. 
We show that Csh(Ak) = 1. If CBk(Ak) > I, then @“-’ E CBk(Ak) and so 
[u(x,, A), b$+1] = I, i.e., 
a(x, , k)(l - /I~“-‘) = a(x, , k)(l - &)+’ = u(x, - pk--l, k) = I. 
But x2 - pk-l > 0, and so u(+ - pk-l, k) # 1. Hence (?,&A,) = 1, and 
B, is faithfully represented as a group in the endomorphism ring. Now (2) 
becomes 
a(i, k)(l - &) = u(i - 1, k), 
if we make the additional assumption that a(i, k) = 1 if i < 0. Then 
a(i, K)(l - /3$) = a(i, k)(l - 8,)“” = a(i - pk, K) = I 
since i < xk < pL - 1. Hence definition (2) is valid. We can thus define 
Ck = AkB, 
as the semidirect product of A, by B, defined by (2). 
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Finally we define. 
ana write 
D, n A, = Ek = Gp(a(i, K); 1 < i < x7< - 1). 
Note that the action of any element of C, on A, depends only on its image, 
under the natural homomorphism, in B,, , since Ak is Abelian. So the endo- 
morphism ring induced by D, in Ek is the same ring as that induced by 
=%s&l~ 
We embed C, in C,+l by the map 8, given by 
4$k) = e+&k+l > R + l)(l - Pk+ly = ~;+&k+l - P + 1, k -t- 11, 
&(a@, it)) = a(pz -P t Tks-1 , k i I), 
where i < r ., k+l < p. We need to show that B,(b,) has order pk and that it acts 
appropriately on %,(A,). But 
a(j, k i l)(l - p:+l) = a(j, K + I)(1 - &J = Q.(j -p, I+ + I). 
Hence Bk.blc) acts appropriately on %,(A,). Also 
since x~+~ < pk+l - 1. Hence %,(6,) has order pk. 
We now assume that 
xk+l = PX, - P + l’k+l 
and we must show that, if xk satisfies (1), then so does x~+~ . But 
x7z41 < p( p” - 1) - p + Yk+l = p”+l - 2p -L T&l < p”+i - 1 
since Y~+~ < p, and 
xk4 >$(pk--l +p + I) --p + Yk+l =pk +P2 -+ Yk+l > 9" +p* 
Hence X~+~ satisfies (1). 
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Since &(a(~~ - 1, K)) = a( pxk - 2p + yk+r , k + l), and px, - 2p + 
T?c+l < %k+l> we have 6,(&) < D,+r . We can thus define 
H= (=j c,, G= (jDk. 
7c=3 k=3 
Also since &(a(x, , A)) = a(~~,~ , k $ 1) we can call this element simply a. 
Our next step is to show that 
H’ = G’ = 6 E, , 
k-3 
where K’ is the derived group of K, for an arbitrary group K. Certainly 
G’ < H’ since G < H. Also H’ = u,“=, Ck’ as H is the union of the tower 
of subgroups Ck . But 
ck’ = Gp(bk > a(xk 3 k))’ = GP([& 9 u(xk, k)I)’ 
= k. E 
Hence H’ = u,“=, &. Also 
SJ k+l > +&+I - 1, k + I>] = +ki’l - 2, k + 1) E 4+x * 
But u(xk - 1, k) = u(xl,+i - p, K + l), identifying elements with their 
images under 8, , and ++I - 2 3 xletl - p. Hence u(xk - 1, k) E G’ for 
all k, and as G’ is normal in G, we have G’ >, uTz3 E, . This proves our 
result. 
We now have that G satisfies condition (I). Also G/G’ E C,, . By Lemma 1, 
G is not hypercentral, since it is not Abelian. To show that G has all its 
proper subgroups subnormal and nilpotent, we only need to show that 
UG’ = G implies U = G, again by Lemma 1. 
If UG’ = G, then U contains a transversal of G’ in G. Hence U 3 
(brcqk; 3 < k), where vk E Z,[C,,]. W e are using the fact that G induces 
an endomorphism ring in G’ which is a quotient ring of the group algebra 
ZD[C9m]. The basis element of Z,[C,,] corresponding to bkr will be denoted 
pk’. Now apk E G’. Hence rpk is a sum of products of elements of the form 
(1 - ,$) and hence is nilpotent in Z,[C,,]. Now 
%+1 = b,4-(1 - Pk*l)P-l). 
so 
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Multiply this by (b,arpJ-l to obtain 
a%+1 - 1)(1 - Pk+l)P-l - PIG) E u* 
From Lemma 2 we know that the ideals in ZD[CPa] are neste 
1 - yjCTl is a unit, the ideal in ZJC,,] generated by (1 - ,Bk+J”-r and by 
(q~~+~ - l)(l - Pk+r)p-l is the same. So, unless F, is expressible in powers 
of ,$k+l , pk and (1 - j&+JP-r generate different ideals, one of which contains 
the other, the larger being generated by (1 - /3K+1)P-1 + vK . This ideal 
contains (1 - &+r)” = (1 - ,&). Id ea s 1 in Z,[C,,] correspond to normal 
subgroups of G contained in G’. As U A 6’ is normal in U, and certainly 
U fl @’ is normal in 6’ as 6’ is Abelian, we have U n 6’ is normal in 
UG’ = G. Then a(1 - /3J E U, and so E, < U. 
If Q is expressible by powers of ,&+r consider 
= b;,la(-(l - &,,)“-’ (1 - Pk+2)p2-P = b&4-(1 - P,+,)““-‘1 
= b,a(-(1 - p,+,pl - (1 - P,,,)“-“>. 
ence 
= b,a(bt+, - l)(l - &+2)+1 - (1 - P,+,)“-“)* 
Multiply this by (b,caq+J-l to obtain 
a((%+2 - l)( 1 - &;p - (1 - P,+,>“-” - $3/c) E u.
Using the same reasoning as before, we consider the ideals generated by 
(1 - pk+JP2-i and (1 - /3x+J”-1 + pk . As vlc is expressible by powers of 
P *+I , we obtain that these two ideals are distinct, and hence one contains 
the otherl The larger contains (P)~+~ - 1)(1 - Pk+2F1 - (1 - h+J”-” - 9)k 
and so contains (1 - ,&+# = (1 - ,&). Hence a(1 - /&) E U and El, < U. 
We have shown that, for all k, E,, < U. Hence G’ < U and UC’ = U = 6. 
Hence ‘G satisfies condition (II). 
Much of the work so far is similar to that done in [l]. We now show that, 
for each distinct sequence of integers (Y& satisfying 1 < ylc < p, we 
obtain nonisomorphic groups. We also show that Z(G) > 1 if and only if, 
for some integer n, we have yk = 1 for all k > n, i.e., IT:, is eventually 1. This 
will finish the proof of Theorem 2. 
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Suppose that Z(G) > 1. Then, for some n, we have Z(G) n Z(D,) > 1. 
But Z(D,) = Gp(a(l, n)) h as order p. So Z(G) n Z(D,) = Gp(a(1, rz)). 
Hence a(~~+~, n + 1) E Z(G) n Dlzfl < Z(D,,), and this implies that 
r n+l = 1. By induction we obtain that r k = 1 for all k > 12 + 1. Conversely 
if rk = 1 for k > n + 1, it is immediate that Z(G) 3 Gp(a(1, n)) > 1. 
Hence Z(G) > 1 if and only if rk is eventually 1. 
For the last part we assume that xs is fixed. We first show that there is a 
l-l correspondence between the sequences (xz) and the sequences (rk) which 
are used in the construction of our groups. This will follow from (3) on 
putting j = 3: 
xj+k = pkxj - f’ pi + 2 pk--irj+ 
i-l i=l 
(3) 
Equation (3) is proved very easily by induction on R since 
xi+1 = P% - P + yj+1 - 
Let G and G have associated with them the sequences (xk) and (rk), (gk), 
and (fk), respectively, and let & , a etc., indicate the elements used in the 
construction of G. Denote by 01 an isomorphism from G onto G. Then 01 
- -, - -, induces an isomorphism from G/G’ onto G/G . Since G/G’ and G/G are 
Gem’s we have 
bka = @iia, 
for some sk prime top, %aiol, E G’, 01~ E Z,[C,,]. We can consider Z,[C,,] to be 
acting on both G and G. 
We now show that, if ag, E G’, 9 E: Z,[C,,] and (s, p) = 1, then 
a~( 1 - Pi)” = 1 if and only if a~(1 - /3js)t = 1. (4) 
Consider K = Gp(ay, bj). This is a metabelian group, an extension of an 
elementary Abelian p-group L, generated by conjugates of a~, by Bj = Gp(b,). 
As bj has order pj, and (s,p) = 1, we have Bj = Gp(b/). Then 
a~(1 - ,Q” = 1 if and only if ap, E Z,(K) 
if and only if acp( 1 - @# = 1. 
Hence (4) holds. 
Now consider G’(l - pa)“. We show that 
G’(l - /$$ = 1 if and only if 
n > xle and there exists j > 12 such that Y* > 1 or 
n>x,- land~~=lforallj>k (5) 
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For G’ = Gp(a(1 - pk+j)p; j > 1, 91 E Z,[C,,]), since 
and 
So G’(1 - ,Bk)% = 1 if and only if a(1 - /3k+j)(l - /3k)n = 
.Z,[C,,] is commutative. But 
1 for allj 3 
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a(1 - &+J(l - &)n = a(1 - &,,)(l - p,;j), = a(“R+j - 1 - p%, K -+j)~ 
Now 
j j 
xkij - 1 - pin = pjx, - p+z + C pj-%,,, - 
i=i 7:=1 
If ‘IZ = xlc then pj(x, - n) = 0, and as Y/<+~ < p, we have 
(6) 
-&-%r+i - i pi - 1 < 0. 
i=l 
So a(1 - /&)(l - Pk)Q = 1 for all j > 1. If n = 3~~ - 1 then (6) becomes 
This is 0 only if Y~+~ = 1 for 1 < i < j. Hence, if there exists m > k such 
that Y,, > 1, we can take j = m - k and obtain a(1 - ,&)(l - /Xk)~~c--P + 1. 
Pfv, = 1 for all m > k, then a(1 - &+?)( 1 - p&@-r = 1 for allj >, 1, and 
G’(1 - &JQ-~ = 1. This finishes the proof of (5) as a(1 - /3J( 1 - P;c)“k-2 = 
a(1 - ,LI?~)“~-~= a(l) k) # 1 and lies in G’(1 - pk)%kez. But 
G’(1 - /3R)11 = 1 if and only if C?‘(l - /3>)% = 1 
if and only if Q(l - /3# = 1, 
taking images under 01 and using (4). 
Assume that m is the greatest integer such that P’?~, > 1 and that m is the 
greatest integer such that FE > 1. If no such exist, write so instead of m (m). 
If both m and m are 00, then, using (5) and (7), we obtain that x2 = 9 for all 
k >, 3, and hence yl, = F~ for all k > 4. If at least one of m, m is finite, one 
of 6, e has nontrivial center, hence so must the other. So both m and m are 
finite, as Z(G) > 1 if and only if yk is eventually 1. Assume without loss of 
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generality that m > m. If FB = m, we again have from (5) and (7) that xlc = Z~ 
for all k > 3 and hence ylc = r;, for all k > 4. 
So assume that %i > m. Then from (7) and (5) we have that xK = 9 for 
k<m-1, x,-l =%& for m<k<%-I, and x,=F~ for k>%. 
Hence, from (3), setting j = 3, rg = ~;e for k < m - 1 and Y, - 1 = Fm . 
Also rlc = 1 for k > m + 1. If i+i = m + 1, then x,+i = %&+r and, using (3), 
pr, + Y,+~ = pr, + fm+l , i.e., p + y,+r = ?&+i , since r, = F, + 1. As 
F m+l < p this is a contradiction. So @i > m + 1 and then xm+i - 1 = %&+i , 
so Fwk:,+l = rvL+1 +p-1 =p.Weshowthat,form+l <j<m,wehave 
F~ = p. This is true for j = m + 1. Assume that this is true for j f k - 1. 
Then, using xk - 1 = ZZ~ and (3) we have 
T* + pr,, + *.* f p”-“r, - 1 = rr, + pf&r + ... + p”l”Fm. 
Setting rj = 1 for j > m, Y, =~~+l,iij=pform+l<j<kweget 
1 sp + . . . +pk-m-1 +pk-m +p”-mFm - 1 
= rr, +p2 + *** + pk-m + pk-Vm ) 
i.e., r;~ = p. Now consider k = m. Then X~ = 9 and from (3) we have 
Ylii + pr,., + **- + p-r, = Ffi + pF+, + **. + p"-"fm . 
Puttingrj=lforj>m,r,=lS;,+l,F~=pform+l <j<%,weget 
1 + p + . . . + pE-m-1 + pfh + p@-“fm 
= fE+p2+ . . . + p?i-m + pic”~m , 
i.e., fR = p + 1, a contradiction as F% < p. Hence we must have m = m 
and this finishes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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